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Concrete visibilities  

I will try here today to answer a fundamental question which goes like this: To what extent and in 

what forms is it possible to ascribe to modern images a reversal of the knowledge-making inherent 

in perceiving? 

To answer this question I will explicate two image theories. First Gottfried Boehms theory of iconic 

difference and second Michel Foucault’s conception of modern images as being concrete image-

objects.  

If images are today becoming technical as Vilém Flusser would have it, how can we then 

understand this technicality of images? To me the differences between Boehm’s and Foucault’s 

approaches are in itself revealing this new technical status of the image. 

First let us consider the scope of the agency that can take place in images. Here it can be useful to 

remember Walter Benjamin’s texts on similarity and the mimetic faculty. The most mind-boggling 

passages of these are the reflections on the different speeds with which we can access similarity. 

For Benjamin similarity is a question of how to enter areas where ‘objects meet and enter into 

relationship with each other’. Either one can enter this space of similarity post-factum in a 

sensuously way. This is a slow way, where existing similarities are found and then brought into 

language semiotically. Now for Benjamin there is the possibility of another kind of similarity, a 

non-sensuous similarity. Access to these nonsensuous similarities are dependent on a certain high 

rapidity whereby the semiotic is surpassed for a moment for the body and mind to be able to enter 

active areas of producing similarities. Benjamin is in these essays focusing on the schriftbild and 

the rapid mimetic ‘dance’ of the writing hand and the reading eye creating mimetic similarity. The 

photographer Alexander Rodchenko, contemporary with Benjamin, were along the same lines 

creating a series of captivating images that creates such areas of non-sensuous similarity: 

 [SLIDES]: RODCHENKO-diasserie 



Along the same line Benjamin is in the essay Über die Malerei oder Zeichen und Mal even 

speculating if the blushing of a face is a mark, an image, left by absolute time to reconcile perceived 

sin with the redemption of an absolute future: The mark of blushing pointing towards the possibility 

of redemption. In this ‘mark of the absolute’ the agency of the image-making is clearly situated in a 

non-sensuous area, the absolute, and the ‘canvas’ or the materiality of the mark is the sinner’s body. 

But no matter how captivating Benjamin’s essays are, I believe we have to be more specific when 

trying analyze pictures’ capacity to block or even reverse the knowledge-making inherent in 

perceiving. The philosopher Gottfried Boehms image theory and its central concept of iconic 

difference is precisely dealing with this reversal. For Boehm images are always fundamentally 

opaque in the sense that they are presenting spaces inaccessible to both intentional perception and 

to the predicative function of language. “Images are not ’true’ or ’false’, but they can be clear or 

dark” as he formulates it. 

Boehm is developing Husserl’s concept of our appresentation or co-visualization of the shades of 

phenomenons. Images do not present themselves as three-dimensional objects to be intentionally 

explored and thematically grasped as Husserl described the perception of phenomenons. Images 

instead formulates spaces ranging from those more open to imaginary intentional operations to 

those more forcefully resisting imaginary intentionality. It is in this space between the transparent 

and the opaque, in this iconic difference as Boehm labels it, the imaginary of images is developed. 

Images are in other words not disposed to immediate bodily or epistemological control, and their 

inaccessibility to direct thematic perception is also not to be understood as an impreciseness that 

perception and language must correct to restore the represented and its meaning. Images instead 

invert the logic of perception as described by Husserl. 

But how is this inversion more specifically enacted in the image? Boehm gives this example: 

[SLIDE]: citat Boehm 

We will never reach the backs of represented people or objects or enter a Dutch interieur through the door in the 

background and observe things from there. The indeterminancy that Husserl identifies in the shading of the object now 

wanders from its back into the background of the representation. Images are opaque, and the transparencies that 

they open emerge because the background of the representation appears material, ambiguous and impenetrable. 

       



Here we have the connection between opacity and transparency opening the imaginary of the image 

and at the same time the reversal between matter and imagination. The image is for Boehm a 

concrete event and what it shows is what we cannot see. 

Images are opaque or in other words their imaginary spaces are developed by the energy of the 

indeterminate potentiality of the shade of normal perception. But they still address normal thematic 

perception according to Boehm, they are deictic, they point out new visions and new worlds for us, 

that we can then perceive thematically.  

The crucial point for Boehm I believe is to consider this inversion of perception as not just a 

reversion of the syntax of perception to be restored back into normal thematic perception, but to let 

this inversion be the defining condition for the space and the knowledge produced in the image. It is 

thematic perception that can and must be widened by the potentiality of the imaginary space of the 

image. For Boehm as for Gadamer, to whom Boehm refers, images are capable of conducting a 

‘seinsvorgang’: ”Wiedererkannt wird überhapt nichts, was man schon weiss oder igendwo gesehen 

hat” as Boehm states. It is not a question of perceiving the image as a weak reproduction, an abbild, 

but to enter the darkness of the imaginary. Then, and only then, will the image become an image, 

that is: something different from our normal thematically controlled perception. An image can learn 

us to perceive even the most well-known spot, situation, feeling or energy differently. 

Boehms image theory rests on a deictic report to a phenomenologically experienced space. His 

image-theory is therefore in my view to a certain degree – to refer to Vilém Flusser – proto-

technical. In this respect it is well suited to show the difficulties one is facing when trying to 

describe the paradoxically concrete spaces of modern and contemporary imagery.  

[SLIDES]: Hoppe - Willumsen - Hoppe 

I believe paintings like Willumsen’s and Hoppe’s are well suited to show the scope and limits of 

Boehms image-theory. Especially Hoppe’s painting apparently opens its imaginary transparencies 

because of its opaque backgrounds to its thematic figures: The blue fronts, the blue shadows etc… 

opening imaginary areas: dreamy, melancholic for some. These are elements already present in 

Willumsen's painting. These paintings are not illustrations of language and thematic perception but 

are informing thematic perception and language through matter. But there is one important 

difference between the two paintings. Where Willumsen’s painting shows blue cast shadows from 

the figures, these blue shadows have imploded into form shadows in Hoppe. Let us have a look at 



the paintings again: are they not both dealing with an imaginary transparency of a very specific 

sort? Both paintings are what we would call overexposed had they been photographs. Maybe this 

calls for a very different analysis than that of Boehms, I believe so. 

This ‘overexposure’ extends the canvas into the concrete space of the beholder. It is a physical 

impression of a contrasty light that denies to be developed through the opaque iconic difference of 

the imaginary. It is an implosion it is impossible to follow both thematically and perceive in the 

imaginary. What happens in a painting like Hoppe’s is that the imaginary transparency implodes in 

overexposure and returns as the physical entity of very strong light coming from somewhere behind 

the canvas. The imaginary has been replaced by concrete visibility. When this happens in modern 

images they are often at the same time concealing themselves behind their apparently real 

appearance and presentness. But they are still images, just of different kind which we still do not 

understand properly. This is what Vilém Flusser described as the ‘becoming technical’ of modern 

images. Flusser's thesis is that all modern images appear to us as weak images. Images of the world, 

abbilder, as in a photograph’s direct technical registering of light. But being this, according to 

Flusser, they are first of all not any longer in a deictic report to a phenomenologically experienced 

thematic space as we are often led to believe. They are instead images of concepts, therefore 

‘technical: In Flusser’s words: “[technical images are] not designed to alter the world out there but 

our concepts in relation to the world.” 

Following this thought it is revealing that the photographs by Rodchenko – if we for a moment 

revert to them – were not dealing with overexposure but with composition: As if the two mediums 

had exchanged concepts on purpose. Boldly speaking the formalistic photography of these years 

were borrowing what where developed in the old art of painting, namely composition, and then 

handling this effect to the extreme, handling it as a concept, distorting it – whereas paintings like 

Hoppe's on its side is borrowing what we are accustomed to ascribe to photography, namely the 

concept of the registering of light, and then handling this in a comparable extreme manner. 

For Boehm so-called ‘weak’ images are only ‘abbilder’ imploding in the represented, leading 

Boehm to demand of images to become ‘strong’ by clearly pulling their energy from their iconic 

difference. For Flusser on the other hand modern images are by definition inescapably weak from a 

phenomenological standpoint: They are technical, they are dealing with concepts in a way that is 

still difficult for us to perceive. Flusser is interested in registering how images disappear in their 

technical nature and how they can deal with this technicality to remain images of it. 



How are we now to describe Hoppe's painting in relation to this? Why are the cast shadows 

abandoned and turned into form shadows in this image? And what is revealed between the backlit 

overexposure and the form shadows? If it is neither a thematic space, nor an imaginary space it 

could be a technical space or maybe it would be more precise to designate this space a space of 

discursive visibility. With this I am referring to Michel Foucault who tried to describe the possibility 

of such a space in a series of lectures holding the title Manet and the Object of Painting. Here 

Foucault registers how in Manet’s paintings a certain crossing of the represented space of the 

canvas into the space of the beholder fixates the beholder in an irreal concrete space. The 

represented space has paradoxically become concrete, which is what gives the title to the lecture: 

The painting has become a ‘painting-object’, it has become a concrete visibility. One of Foucault’s 

examples is especially useful for us here as its strategy resembles Hoppe’s to a high degree. Le 

Chemin de Fer. 

[SLIDE] Le Chemin de Fer 

In this painting the attention of the two figures portrayed is clearly pointing out this new concrete 

space of the canvas – The spaces behind and in front of the material canvas. The opacity of the 

steam here therefore does not open an imaginary transparency but effectively blocks this imaginary 

from working inside a represented space. The back of the little girl and her attention to something 

behind and outside of the frame of the canvas makes us want to remove the canvas and its steam or 

walk behind it to see what she sees. The canvas is a concrete object here and what it shows is no 

longer what we cannot see, but what we can see – or more precisely what we ought to be able to see 

were the canvas not in the way of our gaze. 

The painting is becoming a concrete object, clearly in the famous Olympia: 

[SLIDE] Olympia 

We notice as in Hoppe: no cast shadows, only hints of form shadowing. The reason is simple: There 

is no internal represented light source, no illuded space, therefore no cast shadows, and secondly 

and more important: With no cast shadows no privileged viewpoint. The painting has become an 

object. But not a normal object subject to thematic perception, because it insists on indicating an 

even amount of light illuminating the surface head on in a 90 degrees angle.This is crucial: the light 

illuminating this canvas from the space of the beholder is blocked and then ‘evenly’ distributed here 

leaving no privileged space for the beholder. The light split by the concreteness of this canvas is not 



turned into a represented light, neither is it a real physical light but in a way both – or the 

impossible combination of them, what we can call a discursive light.  

[SLIDE] Hoppe 

In other words we have to learn to understand images like these with a different vocabulary. If 

images like these are technical, images of concepts, Hoppe’s painting is a critique of our concept of 

light as something given directly to perception. But it is also a critique of the other side of this 

conception, namely the concept of the imaginary as an opaque light source illuminating our world. I 

believe this painting instead is trying to show us the concrete intertwining of these two in a 

discursive light: The highly contrasty white and blue overexposed areas of stream and tree repeated 

in the form shadow of the throat and the shoulder of the figure in the ‘foreground’ as if wanting to 

push the figure out of place or showing us the impossibility of representing it clearly as with the 

chromatic distortion appearing along sharp edges in photographs.  

But it is of course the concrete visibility the canvas fixates us as beholders into that is the key to 

understanding the discursive visibility an image like this is trying to show. In the space of this 

‘concrete visibility’ we ourselves cast no shadows but are subjected to an overexposed conceptual 

light source pointing to our own discursive body as only an indistinct form revealed by the form 

shadows of discourse and their imprecise fading out of light. In Foucault’s words: “We enter a 

pictorial space where distance does not offer itself to be seen, where depth is no longer an object of 

perception.” (Foucault 2009, 41) 

This technical imagery is not any longer inviting us to enter the darkness of an imaginary to open its 

transparencies as described by Boehm. Here we are on the opposite met by an overexposed light 

from concepts impossible to fixate in an image, leading us in the best case to discover the 

opaqueness of our own being positioned by these same concepts. Images like these mark our bodies 

and language like a sinner’s body. It is, as described by Benjamin, again the sinner’s body that turns 

opaque. We are still dealing with images. 


